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Yellow Stones
Yellow sapphire
Available in very pale hues through to a deep golden colour. Our 
stock comprises of 1.80mm in rounds and princess cuts through to 
larger single gems.

Some yellow sapphire 
available on the market 
may be Beryllium 
treated and must 
be disclosed to the 
customer as such. Our yellow sapphires are unheated natural gems 
or traditionally heat treated gems unless otherwise stated.

We have lots of exciting new stock ready for the fair after Debi and 
Barbara’s recent buying trip to Bangkok and Sri Lanka. Although 
the global financial crisis has restricted production and availability 
of finer quality Gems, after a lot of hard work they were able to find 
some great pieces. The dealers O/S say that Spinel is very popular 
and we have some wonderful large Gems as well as smaller pieces 
in fine red, pinks, mauves and blues. We also have rare Demantoid 
garnet from Madagascar in a variety of sizes and a great selection 
of Tsavorite. Sapphire sales have been very steady and our sapphire 
stock in all colours looks great including the difficult to find larger 
rounds, cushion and radiant cuts. Ruby is still very 
rare and difficult to get in the quality we desire but 
our stock is quite extensive in Burmese and African. 
Alexandrite, Aquamarine, Tourmaline, Peridot and a 
variety of quartz are all very well represented in our 
stock and we look forward to displaying it at the fair.

August Birthstone
Peridot has been used as a gemstone for thousands of years, the 
Egyptians were mining it on the Isle of Zabargand in 1500 BC. More 
recently fine quality Peridot is found in Burma and China. Available 
in smaller inexpensive calibrated sizes, peridot is also available in 
larger fine quality gems which command higher prices.

Debi and Barbara have just returned from a successful 
buying trip and our exciting new stock will be on show at 
the JAA International Jewellery Fair. You can see our latest 
range of fine gems at Stand H47.

Yellow Beryl
Available in larger gem sizes in hues ranging from 
pale lemon yellow to intense golden yellow. It is a 
great lower cost alternative to yellow sapphire with a 
hardness of 7.5-8. 

Zircon
Means ‘golden colour’ and has brilliance and fire. 
It is available in larger sizes which are attractive in 
pendants. Colours range from champagne and 
cognac hues through to intense canary yellow.  

Chrysoberyl
With a hardness of 8.5 chrysoberyl makes an 
excellent ring stone. Yellow colours range from 
yellow to yellow-green and golden yellow. Available 
in limited shapes and sizes upwards of 1.5ct.

Citrine
The yellow variety of quartz and is available 
in calibrated sizes as well as free sizes in larger 
individual stones. Colours vary from pale yellow to 
the rich brandy coloured hues.

Topaz
Has a soft yellow to slightly reddish yellow colour. It 
is available in limited shapes and sizes.
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